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The setting
The setting
The problem of enlargement of filtration is the following.
LetM be an F-martingale andG a filtration larger than F (that is such that Ft  Gt for any t).
In finance, its means that one of the agent (theG-one, called the insider) has more information than
the other (the F-one), hence a case of asymmetric information.
What can be said onM in the filtrationG? This is important to measure the benefit that an informed
agent may realize.
The setting
Some results are known from the 70’s in continuous time, however, in that setting the proofs are not
trivial, and one needs to assume specific hypotheses to give a positive answer. Furthermore, many
cases are still not solved.
Many references and books are available in continuous time (Jeulin, Jacod, Mansuy and Yor, Yor,
Protter) as well as recent courses (Jeanblanc, Ouwehand, Song) and papers (Nigkhebali).
Recent theses with applications to finance: Amendinger, Ankirchner, Aksamit, Deng, Kreher, Falafala.
See also papers by these authors and by Acciaio et al., Coculescu et al., Corcuera et al., Grorud and
Pontier, Herdegen and Hermann, Imkeller, Kardaras, Kchia and Protter, Song (all in continuous time).
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The setting
IfX;x is a wealth process associated with a strategy  (which can be F orG adapted), in a
financial market where the interest rate is null and S is the price process (an F adapted process),
X;xt = x+
Z t
0
sdSs
(take care on the fact that the integral must be defined - anticipative calculus?) and if F  G, then
sup
2F
E(U(X;xT ))  sup
2G
E(U(X;xT ))
for any utility function U .
In some cases, the right-hand side can be+1 (corresponding to arbitrage opportunity): for
example, if S is the price process and some insider knows ST at time 0. The arbitrage is obvious
(sell or buy the underlying, depending if ST < S0 or ST > S0). However, it is much more difficult to
prove that there does not exist an equivalent martingale measure (risk neutral probability).
The setting
A more sophisticated (and mathematical) example is the following. Let dSt = St(dt+dWt) and
 = supft 2 [0; T ] : St = supfSs; s  Tgg
and assume that, for the insider, this time is revealed when it occurs. Again, the arbitrage is obvious
(and occurs at time  ): buy the underlying at time 0, and sell it at time  (or shortsell the underlying
at time  and close the position at terminal date). The mathematics are much more involved.
The setting
It would be interesting to see how, usingG-predictable strategies can provide a better hedging
strategy:
Open Questions
1. Let (
;F; S;P) an incomplete market and  2 FT a claim which is not hedgeable, i.e. there
are no x;  2 F such that
 = x+
Z T
0
sdSs
Is it possible to find  2 G so that the equality occurs?
2. If not, can we have, for a loss function `
inf
2F
E(`(XT   )) > inf
2G
E(`(XT   ))
The setting
Examples of enlargements
 Let Gt = Ft _ eFt with eF1 independent of F1. Then all F-martingales areG-martingales.
 Let Gt = F1 and F0 trivial. Then, only constant F-martingales areG-semimartingales.
 Initial enlargement : Let  be a random variable and Gt = Ft _ ().
For example, let F be the filtration generated by a Brownian motionW and  =WT . Then,W is
NOT aG martingale: indeed E(WT jGt) =WT 6=Wt.
 Progressive enlargement : Let  a random time. Then, Gt = Ft _ ( ^ t) is the smallest
filtration which contains F and the observation of  when it occurs. Roughly speaking, Gt = Ft for
t <  and Gt = Ft _ () if t   .
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The setting
Of course, there are some links with filtering theory. We shall not enter in that discussion here.
Drift information for an Enlargement in a Brownian setting
Drift information for an Enlargement in a Brownian setting
We assume in this part that
 F is the filtration generated by a Brownian motionW andG is a filtration larger than F,
 there exists an integrableG-adapted process G such that dWt = dWGt + Gt dt whereWG is
aG-BM,
 the financial market where a risky asset with price S (an F-adapted positive process) and a riskless
asset S0  1 are traded is arbitrage free. More precisely, we assume w.l.g. that S is a (P;F) (local)
martingale, dSt = SttdWt.
Drift information for an Enlargement in a Brownian setting
LetX be the wealth process associated with an F (resp. G) -predictable strategy ^ and an initial
wealth x.
Our goal is to solve sup(E(lnXT ); ^ 2 F) and sup(E(lnXT ); ^ 2 G).
For b 2 F, restricting attention to positive wealth processes, and setting t = btStt=Xt
dXt = btdSt = btSttdWt = tXtdWt
and
Xx;t = x exp
Z t
0
sdWs   1
2
Z t
0
2sds

:
The optimal strategy is  = 0 and E(lnXx;

T ) = lnx.
Indeed
E(ln(Xx;t )) = ln(x) + E(
Z t
0
sdWs   1
2
Z t
0
2sds) = ln(x)  E(
1
2
Z t
0
2sds)
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Drift information for an Enlargement in a Brownian setting
For  2 G
dXx;t = tXtdWt = tXt(dW
G
t + 
G
t dt)
so that
Xx;t = x exp
Z t
0
sdW
G
s  
1
2
Z t
0
2sds+
Z t
0
s
G
s ds

:
It follows that
E(ln(Xx;T )) = ln(x) + E(
Z T
0
sdW
G
s  
1
2
Z T
0
2sds+
Z T
0
s
G
s ds)
= ln(x) + E(
Z T
0
s
G
s ds 
1
2
Z T
0
2sds)
Drift information for an Enlargement in a Brownian setting
From
E(ln(Xx;T )) = ln(x) + E(
Z T
0
s
G
s ds 
1
2
Z T
0
2sds)
it is easy to see that the optimal  is  = G and
E(lnXx;

T ) = lnx+ E(
1
2
Z T
0
(Gs )
2ds) ;
therefore ,
sup
2F
E(lnXT ) = lnx  sup
2G
E(lnXx;T ) = lnx+ E
 
1
2
Z T
0
(Gs )
2ds
!
which leads to a finite utility if
E
 Z T
0
(Gs )
2ds
!
<1 :
Drift information for an Enlargement in a Brownian setting
The problem is : how to compute the drift G (if it exists!), or more generally, give conditions so that
an F martingale is aG semimartingale (a martingale plus a bounded variation process) and compute
its bounded variation part.
Only some specific cases are known, and the problem is still open in a general setting (for example in
the case whereG is F enlarged with the natural filtration of another process).
We start with an easy case, presented in Blanchet, J. and Romo Romero, where all the results can
be obtained with a basic knowledge.
A special case: discrete time
A special case: discrete time
Here, we restrict our attention to discrete time processes and filtrations: X = (Xn; n  0),
F = (Fn; n  0). We denoteXn = Xn  Xn 1.
A process Y is F-predictable if Yn is Fn 1-measurable.
Doob’s decomposition: IfX is an F-adapted process, it decomposes as
X =MX;F + V X;F
whereMX;F is an F-martingale and V X;F is F-predictable, and V X;F0 = 0. The decomposition is
unique and
V X;Fn = E(XnjFn 1) :
A special case: discrete time
PROOF: In the proof,M =MX;F; V = V X;F. Setting
Vn   Vn 1 = E(Xn  Xn 1jFn 1); V0 = 0
we construct a predictable process.
This leads toMn = Xn  Vn = Xn   E(XnjFn 1). The processM is a martingale. 4
IfX is an F-martingale, it is aG-semimartingale and itsG-semimartingale decomposition is
computable.
A special case: discrete time
Example of initial enlargement: Bridge
We study the case whereX is a martingale of the formX0 = 0; Xn =
Pn
i=1 Yi, where the Yi
are i.i.d. (centered) and we choose  = XN . Let F be the natural filtration ofX and
Gn = Fn _ (XN )
We need to computeVn = E(XnjFn 1 _ (XN )). Using the fact that Yi are i.i.d, we have
that for any j  n
(Yj ; X1;    ; Xn 1; XN )law= (Yn; X1;    ; Xn 1; XN )
E(YnjFn 1 _ (XN )) = E(Yj jFn 1 _ (XN ))
=
1
N   (n  1)E(Yn +   + Yj +   + YN jFn 1 _ (XN ))
=
1
N   (n  1)E(XN  Xn 1jFn 1 _ (XN ))
A special case: discrete time
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=
1
N   (n  1)E(Yn +   + Yj +   + YN jFn 1 _ (XN ))
=
1
N   (n  1)E(XN  Xn 1jFn 1 _ (XN ))
=
XN  Xn 1
N   (n  1)
A special case: discrete time
It follows that
Xn  
nX
k=1
XN  Xk 1
N   (k   1)
is aG-martingale.
A special case: discrete time
Initial enlargement: another example
LetX be a martingale,  be a r.v. taking values in Z and pn(j) = P( = jjFXn ). Define
Gn = FXn _ ().
ThenVn = E(XnjFXn 1 _ ()) and
Vn11f=jg = 11f=jg
E(Xn11f=jgjFXn 1)
P( = jjFXn 1)
= 11f=jg
E(XnE(11f=jgjFXn )jFXn 1)
pn 1(j)
= 11f=jg
E(hX; p(j)injFXn 1)
pn 1(j)
:
It can be proved that, on the set f = jg, one has pn(j) 6= 0; 8n.
A special case: discrete time
Arbitrages
If  2 FN for someN and  =2 F0, the model (F;G) is not arbitrage free.
PROOF: Let Yn = E(jFn). If aG-Radon Nykodym density L exists, the process Y L would be a
G-martingale, and YnLn = E(YNLN jGn). Using the fact that YN =  2 Gn; 0  n  N , we
obtain E(YNLN jGn) = YNLn, in particular YNL0 = Y0L0 which is not possible since YN = 
is not in F0. 4
Note that is discrete time, no arbitrages is equivalent to the existence of an equivalent martingale
measure.
A special case: discrete time
Progressive enlargement
Assume that  is a random time (i.e., a non negative random variable) valued in N, let
Hn = 11fng andH be the natural filtration ofH and define Gn = Fn _Hn.
Our goal is to study the F martingaleX stopped at  , i.e., to compute the quantity
E(Xn  Xn 1jGn 1) on the set fn  g = fn  1 < g.
We start by the following remark: if Yn is Gn-measurable, then there exists yn 2 Fn such that
Yn11n< = yn11n<
and yn =
1
Zn
E(Yn11n< jFn) where Zn = P( > njFn).
A special case: discrete time
Progressive enlargement
Assume that  is a random time valued in N, letHn = 11fng andH be the natural filtration ofH
and define Gn = Fn _Hn.
Our goal is to study the F martingaleX stopped at  , i.e., to compute the quantity
E(Xn  Xn 1jGn 1) on the set n   = fn  1 < g.
We start by the following remark: if Yk is Gk-measurable, then there exists yk 2 Fk such that
Yk11k< = yk11k<
and one can choose yk =
1
Zk
E(Yk11k< jFk)11Zk>0 where Zk = P( > kjFk) (Note that, on
fk < g one has Zk > 0).
A special case: discrete time
The process Zn = P( > njFn) is a supermartingale and has a Doob decomposition
Zn =Mn  An :
We introduce the supermartingale eZn = P(  njFn) and its Doob decompositioneZn = fMn   eAn :
A special case: discrete time
11>n 1(V Gn   V Gn 1) = 11>n 1E(XnjGn 1)
= 11>n 1
1
P( > n  1jFn 1)E(11>n 1XnjFn 1)
11>n 1
1
Zn 1
E(E(11>n 1jFn)XnjFn 1)
11>n 1
1
Zn 1
E(E(11njFn)XnjFn 1)
11>n 1
1
Zn 1
E( eZnXnjFn 1)
Using now the Doob decomposition of eZ , and the martingale property ofX , we obtain
E( eZnXnjFn 1) = E((fMn   eAn)XnjFn 1)
= E(fMnXnjFn 1) = hfM;Xin
Here hX;Y i is the predictable bracket of the two martingalesX and Y , i.e. the predictable process
such thatXY   hX;Y i is a martingale.
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Using now the Doob decomposition of eZ , and the martingale property ofX , we obtain
E( eZn+1Xn+1jFn) = E((fMn+1   eAn+1)Xn+1jFn)
= E(fMn+1Xn+1jFn) = hfM;Xin+1
Here hX;Y i is the predictable bracket of the two martingalesX and Y , i.e. the predictable process
such thatXY   hX;Y i is a martingale.
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A special case: discrete time
Predictable bracket:
LetX;Y be two F-adapted martingales.
From Doob’s decompositionXY =M + V , with
Vn = E((XY )njFn 1) = E(XnYn  Xn 1Yn 1jFn 1)
= E(Xn(Yn   Yn 1) + Yn 1(Xn  Xn 1)jFn 1) = E(Xn(Yn   Yn 1)jFn 1)
= E(XnYnjFn 1)
This process V is denoted hX;Y i
A special case: discrete time
Finally
11>n 1(V Gn   V Gn 1) = 11>n 1
1
Zn 1
hfM;Xin
Hence, any F martingaleX stopped at  is aG semimartingale with decomposition
Xn = bXn + n^X
k=0
1
Zk 1
hfM;Xik
Arbitrages
Arbitrages
LetX be anH-semimartingale. If there exists a positive process  such that
E(Xn njHn 1) = Xn 1E( njHn 1) ;
then, Ln =
Qn
k=1
 k
E( kjHk 1) is a deflator, i.e.,XL is a (P;H)-martingale.
LetX =MX + V X be a (P;H)-semimartingale. Define, for a given  , the (P;H)-martingale L
L0 = 1; Ln =
nY
k=1
 k
E( kjHk 1) = Ln 1
 n
E( njHn 1) ; n  1;
then, setting dQ = LdP, the processMX decomposes asMX = mM + VM wheremM is a
(Q;H)-martingale and
VMn = EQ(MXn jHn 1) =
1
Ln 1
EP(LnMXn jHn 1)
=
1
EP( njHn 1)EP( nM
X
n jHn 1) :
Arbitrages
The processX = mM + VM + V X is a (Q;H)-martingale if VM + V X = 0 or equivalently
V X +VM = 0, that is
E( nMXn jHn 1) + E( njHn 1)E(XnjHn 1) = 0 :
We develop and use thatMXn = Xn   E(XnjHn 1) and obtain, after simplification
E( nXnjHn 1) = E( njHn 1)Xn 1 :
4
Arbitrages
Arbitrages inG strictly before 
There are no arbitrages inG strictly before  .
LetX be an F-martingale, we have, on the set n <  (strictly before  ) to find  such that
11n 1E( nXnjGn 1) = 11n 1Xn 1E( njGn 1)
that is
11n 1
1eZn 1E( nXnZnjFn 1) = 11n 1 Xn 1eZn 1 E( nZnjFn 1) :
We shall find an F-adapted process  satisfying
E( nXnZnjFn 1) = Xn 1E( nZnjFn 1)
The choice  = (1=Z)11fZ>0g + 11fZ=0g provides a solution. 4
Arbitrages
Arbitrages before 
Assume that  is not an F-stopping time and denote byG the filtration Gn = G^n; n  0. Then,
the model (F;G ) is arbitrage free if and only, for any n, the set f0 = eZn < Zn 1g is empty.
We mean here that, for any F-martingaleX , the stopped processX admits a deflator.
Credit Risk
Credit Risk
Let Zn = P( > njFn) and Zn =Mn  An its F-supermartingale decomposition. Let
Hn = 11fng.
The processHn   n^ is aG martingale, wheren = AnZn 1 11Zn 1>0 :
Indeed, the Doob decomposition ofH inG isH =M   V with
Vn =  E(HnjGn) =   1Zn 11n<E(HnjFn) = 1Zn 11n<An
Assume now that  = inffn :  n  g where   is increasing. Then Zn = e  n . If   is
predictable, Zn = 1 An = 1  e  n , andn = AnZn 1 = 1  e  n .
If   is not predictable,
n = 1  E(e  n jFn 1)
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 > njFn) and Zn =Mn  An its F-supermartingale decomposition. Let
Hn = 11fng.
The processHn   n^ is aG martingale, wheren = AnZn 1 11Zn 1>0 :
Indeed, the Doob decomposition ofH inG isH =M   V with
Vn =  E(HnjGn 1) =   1Zn 1 11n<E(HnjFn 1) = 1Zn 1 11n<An.
Assume now that  = inffn :  n  g where   is increasing. Then Zn = e  n .
If   is predictable, Zn = 1 An = 1  e  n , andn = AnZn 1 = 1  e  n
If   is not predictable,
n = e
  n 1 1  E(e  n jFn 1)
Zn 1
Credit Risk
We now present some results in continuous time.
Immersion Hypothesis
Immersion Hypothesis
Definition
The filtration F is said to be immersed inG if any F-martingale is aG-martingale. This is also
referred to as hypothesis (H) in the literature.
Hypothesis (H) is equivalent to any of the following properties:
(i) 8 t  0; the -fields F1 and Gt are conditionally independent given Ft, i.e.,
8 t  0; 8Gt 2 L2(Gt); 8F 2 L2(F1);E(Gt F jFt) = E(GtjFt)E(F jFt).
(ii) 8 t  0; 8Gt 2 L1(Gt); E(GtjF1) = E(GtjFt).
(iii) 8 t  0; 8F 2 L1(F1); E(F jGt) = E(F jFt).
Furthermore, if Hypothesis (H) holds, then Gt \ F1 = Ft.
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Furthermore, if Hypothesis (H) holds, then Gt \ F1 = Ft.
Immersion Hypothesis
PROOF: First we prove (H) )(i).
Let F 2 L2(F1) and assume that hypothesis (H) is satisfied. This implies that the F-martingale
E(F jFt) is aG-martingale with terminal value F1 = F , hence E(F jFt) = E(F jGt).
It follows that for any t and anyGt 2 L2(Gt):
E(FGtjFt) = E(GtE(F jGt)jFt) = E(GtE(F jFt)jFt) = E(GtjFt)E(F jFt)
which is exactly (i).
Immersion Hypothesis
To prove (i)) (ii), let F 2 L2(F1) andGt 2 L2(Gt).
Under (i),
E(FE(GtjFt)) = E(E(F jFt)E(GtjFt)) (i)= E(E(FGtjFt)) = E(FGt)
which is (ii).
Next, we give a proof of (ii)) (iii).
Let F 2 L2(F1) andGt 2 L2(Gt).
If (ii) holds, then, for F 2 L2(F1),
E(GtE(F jFt)) = E(FE(GtjFt)) (ii)= E(FE(GtjF1)) = E(FGt);
which implies (iii). Finally, obviously (iii) implies (H).
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which is (ii).
Next, we give a proof of (ii)) (iii).
Let F 2 L2(F1) andGt 2 L2(Gt).
If (ii) holds, then, for F 2 L2(F1),
E(GtE(F jFt)) = E(FE(GtjFt)) (ii)= E(FE(GtjF1)) = E(FGt);
which implies (iii).
Finally, obviously (iii) implies (H).
Immersion Hypothesis
The proof of Gt \ F1 = Ft is now simple.
We have only to check that Gt \ F1  Ft.
For A 2 Gt \ F1, we have 11A = E(11AjF1) = E(11AjFt) which implies that A 2 Ft. 4
Immersion Hypothesis
Change of probability
In general, immersion is not stable by change of probability.
Specific case: Assume that the filtration F is immersed inG under P, and letQ be equivalent to P,
withQjGt = LtPjGt where L is assumed to be F-adapted. Then, F is immersed inG underQ.
PROOF: LetN be an (F;Q)-martingale, then (NtLt; t  0) is a (F;P)-martingale, and since F is
immersed inG under P, (NtLt; t  0) is a (G;P)-martingale which implies thatN is a
(G;Q)-martingale. 4
Immersion Hypothesis
Financial application: pricing issues.
Assume that
1. F is the filtration in a complete arbitrage free financial market, with null interest rate and risky
asset S
2. The risky asset S is traded at the same price St in the enlarged filtration
3. There are no arbitrages in the enlarged filtration
Then, under any pricing measure in the enlarged filtration, immersion holds.
Immersion Hypothesis
Benefit for an insider
Under immersion hypothesis, the information drift is null. Moreover,
sup
2F
E(U(X;xT )) = sup
2G
E(U(X;xT ))
for any utility function U .
Immersion Hypothesis
Example: reduced form in Credit Risk
Let (
;G;P) be a probability space endowed with a filtration F. A nonnegative F-adapted process
 is given. We assume that there exists, on the space (
;G;P), a random variable, independent
of F1, with an exponential law: P(  t) = e t:We define the default time  as the first time
when the increasing process t =
R t
0
s ds is above the random level, i.e.,
 = inf ft  0 : t  g:
In particular, using the increasing property of , one gets f > sg = fs < g. We assume that
t <1; 8t; 1 =1, hence  is a real-valued r.v. We write as usualHt = 11ftg and
Ht = (Hs : s  t): We introduce the smallest right-continuous filtrationG which contains F
and turns  in a stopping timeG = F _H:
Immersion Hypothesis
Immersion holds in that example:
Indeed any F-martingale is an F _ ()-martingale.
BeingG-adapted, andG  F _ (), it is also aG-martingale.
Immersion Hypothesis
 Conditional law of the default time
The conditional distribution function of  given the -field Ft is for t  s
P( > sjFt) = exp
   s :
In particular P( > tjFt) = exp
   t
PROOF: The proof follows from the equality f > sg = fs < g: From the independence
assumption and the Ft-measurability of s for s  t; we obtain
P( > sjFt) = P

s < 
Ft = exp    s:
In particular, we have, for ant t any u > 0
P( > tjFt) = P( > tjFt+u) = P( > tjF1) :
4
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 Conditional law of the default time
The conditional distribution function of  given the -field Ft is for t  s
P( > sjFt) = exp
   s :
In particular P( > tjFt) = exp
   t
PROOF: The proof follows from the equality f > sg = fs < g: From the independence
assumption, the fact that has exponential law and the Ft-measurability of s for s  t; we obtain
P( > sjFt) = P

s < 
Ft = exp    s:
In particular, we have, for any t > 0 and any u > 0
P( > tjFt) = P( > tjFt+u) = P( > tjF1) :
Let us notice that here, the process Zt = P( > tjFt) = e t is a decreasing process. 4
Immersion Hypothesis
 Pricing defaultable claims
Let Y 2 FT . Then
E(Y 11>T jGt) = 11t<etE(Y e T jFt)
PROOF: From definition ofG, for any Yt 2 Gt, there exists yt 2 Ft such that
Yt11t< = yt11t<
Then,
E(Y 11>T jGt) = 11t<Yt = 11t<yt
Taking Ft conditional expectations, this implies that
E(Y 11>T jFt) = e tyt
therefore
E(Y e T jFt) = e tyt :
Immersion Hypothesis
 Pricing defaultable claims
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Immersion Hypothesis
 SomeG Martingales
The process Lt = e
t(1 Ht) is aG-martingale. The processM
Mt = Ht   t^
is aG-martingale.
PROOF:
E(LtjGs) = 11s<esE(LtjFs)
= 11s<
1
Zs
E(ete t jFs) = Ls
Then, from dLt = e
t( dHt + (1 Ht)tdt) we obtain dMt =  e tdLt. 4
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Immersion Hypothesis
Causality
There are some links with non-causality to investigate.
Pseudo-stopping times
Pseudo-stopping times
The property that Z is a decreasing process does not imply that immersion holds.
An F-pseudo-stopping time is a random time such that E(M ) = E(M0) for any bounded
F-martingaleM .
In a Brownian filtration, random times with a decreasing continuous Azéma supermartingale are
pseudo-stopping times. They enjoy the property that any F-martingale stopped at  is a
G-martingale.
Pseudo-stopping times
An Example:
Let S be defined through dSt = StdWt, whereW is a Brownian motion and  a constant. Let
 = sup ft  1 : S1   2St = 0g, that is the last time before 1 at which the price is equal to half
of its terminal value at time 1.
Note that
f  tg = f inf
ts1
2Ss  S1g = f inf
ts1
2
Ss
St
 S1
St
g
Since SsSt ; s  t and S1St are independent from Ft,
P( inf
ts1
2
Ss
St
 S1
St
jFt) = P( inf
ts1
2Ss t  S1 t) = (1  t)
where (u) = P(infsu 2Ss  Su). It follows that the supermartingale Z is a deterministic
decreasing function, hence,  is a pseudo-stopping time and S is aG-martingale up to time  and
there are no arbitrages up to  .
There are obviously classical arbitrages after  , since S1 is known at time  .
Initial Enlargement
Initial Enlargement
We study initial enlargement of a filtration F with a real valued random variable  , where the enlarged
filtration is
F()t = \>0 fFt+ _ ()g :
We work in a rather general framework and we study hypothesis (H0) between F and F(), i.e.,
conditions such that F-martingales are F()-semimartingales. Note that, under hypothesis (H0),
every F-semimartingaleX is also an F()-semimartingale.
Initial Enlargement
Jacod’s equivalence criterion
Let Pt(!; du) be the conditional law of  given Ft; i.e.,
E(h()jFt) =
Z
R
h(x)Pt(; dx)
We say that  satisfies Jacod’s equivalence criterion if for each t  0,
Pt(!; du)  (du)
where  is the law of  .
There exists a family of positive martingales p(x) such that
P( > ujFt) =
Z 1
u
pt(x)(dx)
Here, the main difficulty is to prove that one can find a "regular" version of p, in order to take care
about negligeable sets and to be able to define the process p().
Initial Enlargement
The process L defined as Lt =
1
pt()
, t  0 is a (P;F())-martingale. Let P be the probability
measure defined on F() as
dPjF()t = Lt dPjF()t :
Under P, the random variable  is independent of Ft for any t  0 and, moreover
PjFt = PjFt for any t  0; Pj() = Pj():
PROOF: From the definition of p, setting Lxt :=
1
pt(x)
, one has, for any (bounded) Borel function h
and any Fs-measurable (bounded) random variableKs
E(Lth()Ks) = E(Ks
Z
R
Lxt h(x)pt(x)(dx)) = E(Ks
Z
R
h(x)(dx))
=
Z
R
h(x)(dx)E(Ks) = E(Ks)E(h()) :
The particular case t = s leads to E(Lsh()Ks) = E(h())E(Ks), hence
E(Lsh()Ks) = E(Lth()Ks), and it follows that L is a martingale.
Initial Enlargement
The process L defined as Lt =
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pt()
, t  0 is a (P;F())-martingale. Let P be the probability
measure defined on F() as
dPjF()t = Lt dPjF()t :
Under P, the random variable  is independent of Ft for any t  0 and, moreover
PjFt = PjFt for any t  0; Pj() = Pj():
PROOF: From the definition of p, setting Lxt :=
1
pt(x)
, one has, for any (bounded) Borel function h
and any Fs-measurable (bounded) random variableKs
E(Lth()Ks) = E(Ks
Z
R
Lxt h(x)pt(x)(dx)) = E(Ks
Z
R
h(x)(dx))
=
Z
R
h(x)(dx)E(Ks) = E(Ks)E(h()) :
The particular case t = s leads to E(Lsh()Ks) = E(h())E(Ks), hence
E(Lsh()Ks) = E(Lth()Ks), and it follows that L is a martingale.
Initial Enlargement
Note that, since p0(x) = 1, one has E(1=pt()jF()0 ) = 1=p0() = 1.
Now, we prove the required independence. From the above,
E(h()Ks) = E(Lsh()Ks) = E(h())E(Ks)
where E is the expectation under P. For h = 1 (resp. Ks = 1), one obtains E(Ks) = E(Ks)
(resp. E(h()) = E(h())) and the assertion is proved. 4
Initial Enlargement
As an immediate condition, there are no arbitrages (there exists an equivalent martingale measure) in
the enlarged filtration under equivalence Jacod’s hypothesis.
Initial Enlargement
Any (P;F)-local martingaleX is a (P;F())-semimartingale with canonical decomposition
Xt = X
()
t +
Z t
0
dhX; p:()is
ps ()
;
whereX() is a (P;F())-local martingale.
PROOF: IfX is a (P;F)-martingale, it is a (P;F())-martingale, too (Indeed, since P and P are
equal on F,X is a (P;F) martingale, hence, using the fact that  is P independent of F, it is a
(P;F()) martingale). Noting that dP = pt()dP on F ()t , Girsanov’s theorem tells us that the
processX(), defined by
X
()
t = Xt  
Z t
0
dhX; p:()is
ps ()
is a (P;F())-martingale. 4
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Initial Enlargement
Example Enlargement with  :=
R1
0
f(s)dBs
Let  :=
R1
0
f(s)dBs where f is a deterministic function such that
R1
0
f2(s)ds <1 andR1
t
f2(s) 6= 0.
It is easy to compute pt (x), since conditionally on Ft,  is Gaussian, with mean
mt =
R t
0
f (s) dBs, and variance 
2(t) =
R1
t
f2 (s) ds.
Therefore, P(  xjFt) = (x mt
(t)
), where  is the cumulative distribution function of a
standard Gaussian law, and the absolute continuity requirement is satisfied with:
pt(x)(dx) =
1
(t)
'(
x mt
(t)
)dx;
where ' is the density of a standard Gaussian law, and  the law of  (a centered Gaussian law with
variance 2(0)).
Initial Enlargement
Note that, from Itô’s calculus applied to
pt(x)(dx) =
1
(t)
'(
x mt
(t)
)dx;
one has
dpt(x) = pt(x)
x mt
2(t)
dmt ;
hence, dhp(x); Bix= = pt() 12(t) (  mt)f(t)dt.
Then B is an F()-semimartingale with canonical decomposition:
Bt = eBt + Z t
0
ds
f(s)
2(s)
Z 1
s
f (u) dBu

:
Initial Enlargement
Many results extend to the weaker hypothesis:  satisfies Jacod’s absolute continuity criterion,
i.e., for each t  0,
Pt(!; du) << (du)
Initial Enlargement
Bridge
Some situations require another criteria: for example the Brownian Bridge
Let B be a Brownian motion. The conditional law of  := B1 is not equivalent (not even absolutely
continuous) to the law of B1.
Let F(B1)t = \>0Ft+ _ (B1). The process
t := Bt  
Z t^1
0
B1  Bs
1  s ds
is an F(B1)-martingale, and an F(B1) Brownian motion. In other words,
Bt = t +
Z t^1
0
B1  Bs
1  s ds
is the decomposition of B as an F(B1)-semi-martingale.
Initial Enlargement
PROOF: One has Ft _ (B1) = Ft _ (B1  Bt). Then, since Fs is independent of
(Bs+h  Bs; h  0), one has, for s < t:
E(Bt  BsjF(B1)s ) = E(Bt  BsjB1  Bs) =
t  s
1  s (B1  Bs) :
For s < t < 1,
E(
Z t
s
B1  Bu
1  u dujF
(B1)
s ) =
Z t
s
1
1  uE(B1  BujB1  Bs) du
=
Z t
s
1
1  u (B1  Bs   E(Bu  BsjB1  Bs)) du
=
Z t
s
1
1  u

B1  Bs   u  s
1  s (B1  Bs)

du
=
1
1  s (B1  Bs)
Z t
s
du =
t  s
1  s (B1  Bs)
It follows that E(t   sjF(B1)s ) = 0 hence,  is an F(B1)-martingale (and an
F(B1)-Brownian motion). 4
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Note that there is a "trap" to avoid. One can think that any F-martingale, being a stochastic integral
w.r.t. the Brownian motion will be a F(B1)-semimartingale.
This is not the case.
Take
R 
0
sdBs be a martingale. One needs a condition on  to insure that
R t^1
0
s
B1 Bs
1 s ds is well
defined.
Initial Enlargement
Insider trading in the Bridge framework
Let
dSt = St(dt+ dBt)
where  and  are constants, be the price of a risky asset. Assume that the riskless asset has an
constant interest rate r. We denote by  =  r the risk premium.
The wealth of an agent holding 0t e
rt monetaary units of the savings account and 1t shares of the
underlying risky process isXt = 
0
t e
rt + 1tSt.
The self financing condition is that
dXt = 
0
t de
rt + 1t dSt = rXtdt+ 
1
t (dSt   rStdt)
Initial Enlargement
With the change of notation t = 
1
tSt=Xt (so that the wealth remains non negative) one has
dX;xt = rX
;x
t dt+ tX
;x
t (dWt + dt); X0 = x
Here 1 is the number of shares of the risky asset, and  the proportion of wealth invested in the
risky asset. It follows that
ln(X;xT ) = lnx+
Z T
0
(r   1
2
2s
2 + s)ds+
Z T
0
sdWs
Then, assuming that the local martingale represented by the stochastic integral is in fact a martingale,
E(ln(X;xT )) = lnx+
Z T
0
E

r   1
2
2s
2 + s

ds
The portfolio which maximizes E(ln(X;xT )) is s =

 and
supE(ln(X;xT )) = lnx+ T

r +
1
2
2

Initial Enlargement
We now enlarge the filtration with S1 (or equivalently, with B1). In the enlarged filtration, setting, for
t < 1, t =
B1 Bt
1 t , the dynamics of S are
dSt = St((+ t)dt+ dt) ;
where  is defined as a Brownian motion in the enlarged filtration and the dynamics of the wealth are
dX;xt = rX
;x
t dt+ tX
;x
t (dt +
etdt); X;x0 = x
with et =  r + t =  r   B1 Bt1 t .
Assuming again that the stochastic integral which appears is a martingale, the portfolio which
maximizes E(ln(X;xT )) is s =
es
 .
Initial Enlargement
Then, for T < 1,
ln(X
;x
T ) = lnx+
Z T
0
(r +
1
2
e2s)ds+ Z T
0
e#sds
E(ln(X
;x
T )) = lnx+
Z T
0
(r +
1
2
(2 + E(2s) + 2E(s))ds
= lnx+ (r +
1
2
2)T +
1
2
Z T
0
E(2s)ds
where we have used the fact that E(t) = 0.
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Let
V F(x) = maxE(ln(X;xT )) ;  is F adapted
V G(x) = maxE(ln(X;xT )) ;  isG adapted
Then V G(x) = V F(x) + 12E
R T
0
2sds = V
F(x)  12 ln(1  T ).
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If T = 1, the value function is infinite: there is an arbitrage opportunity and there does not exist an
e.m.m. such that the discounted price process (e rtSt; t  1) is aG-martingale. However, for any
 2 ]0; 1], there exists a uniformly integrableG-martingale L defined as
dLt =
  r + t

Ltdt; t  1  ; L0 = 1 ;
such that, setting dQjGt = LtdPjGt , the process (e rtSt; t  1  ) is a (Q;G)-martingale.
The same computations can be done if  and  are F-adapted.
Progressive enlargement
Progressive enlargement
Let  be a finite random time, i.e., a finite non-negative random variable constructed on a filtered
probability space (
;G;F;P), and denote byG the right-continuous filtration
Gt := \>0 fFt+ _ ( ^ (t+ ))g :
SettingH the filtration generated by the processHt = 11t, we writeG = H _ F. Note that  is
anH-stopping time, hence aG-stopping time. We assume here that
(C) all F martingales are continuous
(A)  avoids F stopping times.
(all the results admit extensions, with serious technical difficulties)
Progressive enlargement
Azéma supermartingale
We introduce the Azéma supermartingale
Zt = P( > tjFt)
which (under (CA)) is a continuous process which admits a Doob-Meyer decomposition
Zt = t  At.
This process is obviously valued in [0; 1].
Progressive enlargement
Key lemma
LetX 2 FT be an integrable r.v. Then, for any t  T ,
E(X11f<TgjGt) = 11ft<gE(XZT jFt)
Zt
PROOF: On the set ft < g, any Gt measurable random variable is equal to an Ft-measurable
random variable, therefore
E(X11f<TgjGt) = 11ft<gyt
where yt is Ft-measurable. Taking conditional expectation w.r.t. Ft, we get yt = E(Yt1 ft<gjFt)P(t< jFt) :
Note that P(t <  jFt) does not vanish on the set ft < g. Indeed, let A = fP(t <  jFt) > 0g.
Then
P(Ac \ ft < g) = E(11AcP(t <  jFt)) = 0
4
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Progressive enlargement
Let h be an F-predictable process. Then, for t < T ,
E(h11<T jGt) = h11ftg   11f>tg 1
Zt
E(
Z T
t
hudZujFt)
PROOF: In a first step, the result is established for processes h of the form ht = 11]u;v](t)Ku where
Ku 2 Fu. In that case, for t < u < v < T , applying the key lemma
E(h11<T jGt) = E(Ku11u<<vjGt) = 11t< 1
Zt
E(Ku11u<<vjFt)
It remains to note that
E(Ku11u<<vjFt) = E(Ku11<vjFt)  E(Ku11<ujFt)
= E(Ku(1  Zv)jFt)  E(Ku(1  Zu)jFt)
=  E(KuZvjFt) + E(KuZujFt) =  E(
Z T
t
hrdZrjFt)
The other cases are done in the same way. The result follows by approximation. 4
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Progressive enlargement
Let Y be aG-predictable process. There exists y and ey(u), F-predictable processes such that
Yt = yt11t + eyt()11<t
Progressive enlargement
Fundamental Martingale The processMt = Ht  
R t^
0
dAs
Zs
is aG-martingale, where A is the
predictable part of the Doob-Meyer decomposition of Z .
PROOF: In a first step, we prove that, for s < t
E(HtjGs) = Hs + 11s< 1
Zs
E(At  AsjFs)
Indeed,
E(HtjGs) = 1  P(t <  jGs) = 1  11s< 1
Zs
E(ZtjFs) = 1  11s< 1
Zs
E(t  AtjFs)
= 1  11s< 1
Zs
(s  As   E(At  AsjFs))
= 1  11s< 1
Zs
(Zs   E(At  AsjFs))
= 11s + 11s<
1
Zs
E(At  AsjFs) :
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In a second step, we prove that, setting, for any v,Kv =
R v
0
(1 Hs)dAsZs ,
E(Kt^ jGs) = Ks^ + 11s< 1
Zs
E(At  AsjFs)
Indeed, from the key formula, for fixed t and hu = Kt^u
E(Kt^ jGs) = Kt^11s + 11s< 1
Zs
E

 
Z 1
s
Kt^udZujFs

= K11s + 11s<
1
Zs
E

 
Z t
s
KudZu +
Z 1
t
KtdZujFs

= Ks^11s + 11s<
1
Gs
E

 
Z t
s
KudZu +KtZtjFs

We now use IP formula, using the fact thatK has finite variation and is continuous
d(KtZt)) = KtdZt + ZtdKt = KtdZt + dAt
hence
 
Z t
s
KudZu +KtZt =  KtZt +KsZs +At  As +KtZt = KsZs +At  As :
Progressive enlargement
It follows that
E(Kt^ jGs) = Ks^11s + 11s< 1
Zs
E (KsZs +At  AsjFs)
= Ks^ + 11s<
1
Zs
E (At  AsjFs) :
Assuming that A is absolutely continuous w.r.t. the Lebesgue measure and denoting by a its
derivative, we have proved the existence of a F-adapted process , called the intensity rate such that
the process
Ht  
Z t^
0
udu = Ht  
Z t
0
(1 Hu)udu
is aG-martingale. More precisely, s = asZs .
Progressive enlargement
Multiplicative decomposition
Assume that Z is positive and continuous. Then, as any supermartingale it admits a multiplicative
decomposition of the form Zt = NtDt whereN is a martingale andD a decreasing (predictable)
process, withD0 = 1. Setting  =   logD we see thatH    is a martingale.
This leads to an important question: let Z be a given supermartingale, valued in [0; 1]; Construct 
on an extended space, and a probabilityQ, extension of P, such that
Q( > tjFt) = Zt
This can be solved constructing a family of martingalesMu, valued in [0; 1], decreasing w.r.t. the
parameter u such thatMut = Q( > ujFt) andM tt = Zt.
Or let  be a given increasing process. Construct  on an extended space, and a probabilityQ,
extension of P, such that
Q( > tjFt) = e t
Progressive enlargement
Restriction of information
Let Z be the F-Azéma supermartingale of  . Computing the eF compensator of  , for eF  F is now
easy.
Let Zt = t  At be the F-Doob-Meyer decomposition of Z and assume that At =
R t
0
asds:
The process bA defined as bAt := E(Atj bFt) is an bF-submartingale and its bF-Doob-Meyer
decomposition is denoted bAt = bnt + bt :
where bn is the bF-martingale part and bt = R t0 E(asj bFs)ds:
Hence, setting bt = E(tj bFt), the bF-super-martingale bZ admits a bF-Doob-Meyer decomposition
as bZt = bt   bnt   bt
where b  bn is its bF-martingale part.
Progressive enlargement
It follows that
Ht  
Z t^
0
dbsbZs ds = Ht  
Z t^
0
E(asj bFs)bZs ds; t  0
is a bG-martingale and that the bF-intensity of  is equal to E(asj bFs)= bZs:
Progressive enlargement
Decomposition formula Before 
Under (CA), every F-martingaleX stopped at time  is aG-semi-martingale with canonical
decomposition
Xt = X
G
t +
Z t^
0
dhX;is
Zs
whereXG is aG-local martingale.
Progressive enlargement
PROOF: Let Ys be a Gs-measurable random variable. There exists an Fs-measurable random
variable ys such that Ys11fs<g = ys11fs<g, hence, ifX is an F-martingale, for s < t,
E(Ys(Xt^  Xs^ )) = E(Ys11fs<g(Xt^  Xs^ ))
= E
 
ys(11fs<tg(X  Xs) + 11ft<g(Xt  Xs))

From the key lemma
E
 
ys11fs<tgX

=  E

ys
Z t
s
XudZu

:
From integration by parts formula (taking into account the continuity of Z andX)Z t
s
XudZu =  XsZs +XtZt  
Z t
s
ZudXu   hX;Zit + hX;Zis
We have also
E
 
ys11fs<tgXs

= E (ysXs(Zs   Zt))
E
 
ys11ft<g(Xt  Xs)

= E (ysZt(Xt  Xs))
Progressive enlargement
E(Ys(Xt^  Xs^ )) = E
 
ys(11fs<tg(X  Xs) + 11ft<g(Xt  Xs))

=  E

ys( XsZs +XtZt 
Z t
s
ZudXu   hX;Zit + hX;Zis)

 E (ysXs(Zs   Zt)) + E (ysZt(Xt  Xs))
the blue term has zero expectation,X being a martingale, and after simplifications
E(Ys(Xt^  Xs^ )) = E (ys(hX;Zit   hX;Zis))
From the Doob-Meyer decomposition of Z
E(Ys(Xt^  Xs^ )) = E(ys(hX;it   hX;is))
= E

ys
Z t
s
dhX;iu
Zu
Zu

= E

ys
Z t
s
dhX;iu
Zu
E(11fu<gjFu)

= E

ys
Z t
s
dhX;iu
Zu
11fu<g

= E

ys
Z t^
s^
dhX;iu
Zu

:
The result follows. 4
Progressive enlargement
General result:
IfG is the progressive enlargement of F with a random time  , any F martingaleX stopped at  is a
G semimartingale with decomposition
Xt = bXt + Z t^
0
1
Zs 
dhfM;XiFs ;
where Zt = P( > tjFt); eZt = P(  tjFt). Here eZ = fM   eA where fM is an F-martingale
and eA is F-predictable.
Progressive enlargement
After  Honest times
There exists an interesting class of random times  such that F-martingales areG-semi-martingales,
called honest times, introduced by Meyer and studied by Barlow and Jeulin among others.
A random time  is honest if  is equal to an Ft-measurable random variable on  < t.
Examples:
(i) Let B a Brownian motion and set  = g1 where gt = supfs < t : Bs = 0g. Then, for t < 1,
g1 = gt on fg1 < tg, and gt is Ft-measurable, hence g1 is honest.
(ii) LetX be an adapted continuous process andX = supXs; Xt = supstXs. The random
time
 = supfs : Xs = Xg
is honest. Indeed, on the set f < tg, one has  = supfs : Xs = Xt g.
(iii) An F-stopping time is honest: indeed  =  ^ t on  < t.
Progressive enlargement
If  is honest and Y be aG predictable process, there exists y and ey, two F predictable processes
such that
Yt = yt11t + eyt11<t
Progressive enlargement
Let  be honest. We assume (CA). Then, any F- martingaleX is aG semi-martingale with
decomposition
Xt = X
G
t +
Z t^
0
dhX;is
Zs
 
Z _t

dhX;is
1  Zs ;
whereXG is aG-local martingale.
PROOF: LetX be an F-martingale andKs 2 Gs. We define aG-predictable process Y as
Yu = 11Ks11]s;t](u). For s < t, one has, using the decomposition ofG-predictable processes:
E(11Ks(Xt  Xs)) = E
Z 1
0
YudXu

= E
Z 
0
yudXu

+ E
Z 1

eyudXu :
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Noting that
R t
0
eyudXu is a martingale yields E  R10 eyudXu = 0, hence
E(11Ks(Xt  Xs)) = E
Z 
0
(yu   eyu)dXu
= E
Z 1
0
dAv
Z v
0
(yu   eyu)dXu :
By integration by parts, setting bXt = R t0 (yu   eyu)dXu, we get
E(11Ks(Xt  Xs)) = E( bX1Ap1) = E( bX11) = EZ 1
0
(yu   eyu)dhX;iu :
Progressive enlargement
Now, it remains to note that
E
Z 1
0
Yu

dhX;iu
Zu 
11fug   dhX;iu
1  Zu  11fu>g

= E
Z 1
0

yu
dhX;iu
Zu 
11fug   eyu dhX;iu
1  Zu  11fu>g

= E
Z 1
0
(yudhX;iu   eyudhX;iu)
= E
Z 1
0
(yu   eyu) dhX;iu
to conclude. 
Progressive enlargement
Multiplicative decomposition
Assume that Z does not vanish. Under (CA), it can be proved that
Zt =
Nt
Nt
whereN is a local (continuous) martingale andNt = supfNs; s  tg and that
 = supft : Nt = Nt g. Il follows that Z = 1.
It can be shown in full generality that  is honest if and only if eZ = 1 where eZt = P(  tjFt).
Progressive enlargement
Arbitrages
Assume that dSt = SttdWt and that  avoids stopping times.Then, there are arbitrages on the
interval [0;  ] and on the time interval [;1[
From the multiplicative decomposition of Z , Z = N=N and Z = 1, we obtainN  1 = N0.
N0   1 being the value of a portfolio with null initial value, we obtain an arbitrage.
Other arbitrages can be detected using the additive decomposition Zt = t  At which leads to
  1 = 0.
Progressive enlargement
Under equivalence Jacod’s Hypothesis
Under equivalence Jacod’s hypothesis, (H0) hypothesis holds for F andG: any F martingale, being
aG adapted F()-semimartingale is aG semimartingale.
Canonical Decomposition inG
Under (CA), any (P;F)-local martingaleX is a (P;G) semi-martingale with canonical
decomposition
Xt = X
G
t +
Z t^
0
dhX;Zis
Zs 
+
Z t
t^
dhX; p:()is
ps ()
;
whereXG is a (P;G)-local martingale.
Progressive enlargement
Predictable Representation Property
If F is a Brownian filtration, and (A) holds, everyX 2Mloc(P;G) can be represented as
Xt = X0 +
Z t
0
sdW
G
s +
Z t
0
	sdMs;
whereWG is the martingale part in theG-canonical decomposition ofW ,M is the
(P;G)-compensated martingale associated withH and ,	 areG-predictable.
Progressive enlargement
Characterization of (P;G martingales in terms of (P;F)-martingales
AG-adapted process Yt := ~yt11t< + y^t()11t; t  0, is a (P;G)-martingale if and only if the
following two conditions are satisfied
(i) for -a.e u,
 
y^t(u)pt(u); t  u

is a (P;F)-martingale;
(ii) the process y = (yt; t  0), given by
yt := E(YtjFt) = ~ytGt +
Z t
0
y^t(u)pt(u)(du) ; (0.1)
is a (P;F)-martingale.
PROOF: Assume, w.l.g., that Yt = E(Y ()t jGt) for some (P;F())-martingale Y (). Then
Y
()
t = yt(), where for -almost every u  0 the process
 
yt(u)pt(u); t  0

is a
(P;F)-martingale. One then has
11ty^t() = 11tYt = 11tE(Y ()t jGt) = E(11tY ()t jGt) = 11tyt() ;
which implies, that for -almost every u  t, the identity yt(u) = y^t(u) holds P-almost surely. So,
(i) is proved.
Progressive enlargement
Moreover, Y being a (P;G)-martingale, its projection on the smaller filtration F, namely the process
y in (0.1), is a (P;F)-martingale.
Conversely, assuming (i) and (ii), we verify that E(YtjGs) = Ys for s  t. We start by noting that
E(YtjGs) = 11s< 1
Gs
E(Yt11s< jFs) + 11sE(Yt11sjGs) :
We then compute the two conditional expectations of the right-hand side
E(Yt11s< jFs) = E(YtjFs)  E(Yt11sjFs)
= E(ytjFs)  E
 
E(y^t()11sjFt)jFs

= ys   E
  Z s
0
y^t(u)pt(u)(du)jFs

= ~ysGs +
Z s
0
y^s(u)ps(u)(du) 
Z s
0
y^s(u)ps(u)(du) = ~ysGs ;
where we used Fubini’s theorem and the condition (i) to obtain the next-to-last identity.
Progressive enlargement
Also
E(Yt11sjGs) = E(y^t()11sjGs) = 11s 1
ps()
E
 
y^t(u)pt(u)jFs

ju=
= 11s
1
ps()
y^s()ps() = 11sy^s()
where the next-to-last identity holds in view of the condition (ii). 4
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